
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a software developers. Thank
you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We
look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for software developers

Create technical specifications from business requirements and provide Level
of Effort to accomplish them
Apply experience utilizing Agile Methodology using CA Rally tool to deliver
Self Service Web and Mobile Applications for telecommunications domain
Apply experience utilizing Web Technologies including JEE and Adobe AEM
and JSP or Servlets and JQuery and Cassandra and Kafka and Web Services
for developing high performance web apps
Apply experience utilizing Continuous Integration, Continuous Delivery and
Continuous Testing for Devops Model of Software Delivery
Apply experience utilizing HTML5, CSS3, Bootstrap, Angular.js, Node.js and
Backbone.js for developing Responsive Web Apps
Apply experience creating Micro Services and SOA based Services to be
deployed on Dockers with auto-scaling capability
Facilitate reviews (walkthroughs) of technical specifications and program code
with other members of the technical team, communicating design,
requirements, feature set, functionality and limitations of
systems/applications to team and development lead
Lead the setup of connectivity from external and internal service consumers
via secured protocol (SSL, TLS, HTTPS)
Design and lead moderately complex projects, often mentoring and
providing guidance to team members at an Associate Developer or
Developer level
Collaborate and partner with other teams including Enterprise Testing,
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Management, and Application Support on successful delivery of systems
enhancements

Qualifications for software developers

Experience in using JavaScript Framework (like Angular.js, JQuery, Backbone,
CanJs) will be added advantage
1) Using HTML, Javascript, JQuery, and AJAX to support performant,
scalable web pages (user interface) used by millions of external users web
pages for multiple internal business partners
2) Building C# and .Net applications including utilizing TCP, UDP, or socket
communication protocol components to allow browser applications to
interact with PC hardware
3) Using object oriented programming, debugging, and testing skills with C#
to interact with PC and attached hardware to include payment hardware, cash
drawers and files on hard disk
4) Utilizing SOAP and Rest Web Services to build high-performant and
scalable web applications to support a high volume of complex financial
transactions
5) Building and designing relational databases using transactional SQL
scripting skills


